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PRE!'ACB 
It is the purpo~~ of this theGis to establish a plan of pro­
cedure .. hioh _y serve as an aid in assisting the student of ~re.ng­
ing to meet the required needs of the military hand. 
Two essential methods may he pursued, the practical and the 
artistic. "The practical Inethod requires a thorough knowledge of the 
variou8 instruments, their range, registers, tonal quality and color, 
peculiarities of fingerin~, effective possibilities etc., as well D8 
the necessary understanding for individual and collective use of all 
the instruments. The artistic method, on the contrary, cannot be ac­
quired beyond a certain degree, and whib it may be aesimilated in a 
small measure through analysis and study or the works of great com­
po~erD, it must, for the greater part at least, be natural and inborn. 
The beauty and effectiveness of an arrangoment depends con­
siderably upon the creative and imaginativo faculties of the arranger as 
well as upon hi s musical taste and skill in planning for the mOft des1.r­
aele and suitable i nstrwnental grouping, tonal contrast s, etc." 
It i8 the hope of tho author that this work may servo as an aid 
both to the student and to the serious minded musician in better under­
standing the importance of effective arrangement" fOr the military ~d. 
Tho writer wi she e to ackno"'led~e hi e grste!u1 appreo iation Lo the 
following persons for their aid in malting this vlOrk possible. Particu­
larly is be indebted to Miss. Ada Bicking for her invaluable aid and 
inspiration; to Lliss. Olive Brown for ber sympathetic intereat in the 
critical reading of the manuscript; to Mrs. Geraldine Hodgin for typing 
the entire work; and to all the VIlrious autbors and pUblishers for 
quotations from copyright works credited in the footnotes. 
Froderic Barker 
1. Lake, V. L., The American l!and Arranger, (1920) p 1. 
MarkJng in I1brary materials is 
prohibited. A fee will be charged 
for defacing the material 
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BAND A,qRANGING 
CHAPTER I 
THE 1~OOD-';IND INS'l'RtruJ<~NTS 
THE FLUTE 
FORM 	 "The flute and the piccolo aro the only wood-wind inotru­
ments played wi thout a reed, the performer blowing acro ss 
a hole in the side instead of into the snd of the tu be . 
As in all other wood-wind i nstruments, di fferences in pitch 
are obtained by opening and closing t he finger -holes and 
key s. The f late is usually made of wood, though metal 
flut es, provided with various and elaborate key systems, 
are by no means uncommon. The most perfect mode rn type is 
known as the Boehm flute, named after Theobald Boehm, who, 
in 1832, modified and greatly improved its construction 
and intonation. Boehm flutes ere m~de of wood or of eilver ­
either solid or plated. The flute is the most agile of all 
t he wind instruments, and with the exception of the 
pi ccolo. the highest in pitch. It is equally effectivo in 
staccato and legato passages. Repeated notes may be 
(1) 
2 
rapidly execut ed by "doubling-tonguing." 
TONE 	 "The sombre, low tone s are very characteri stic , but are 
useful only in solos or in soft combinations. The 
medium register is sweet and liquid; the highest notes, 
brilliant and piercing. 
USE 	 " Symphony orchutraa usua.lly r equire three flute players, 
the third of whom is provided aloo with a pi ccolo, to be 
u sed "hen required by the scorE>. ,,1 
? ITCH 	 The f lute is pitched i n C. The alto flute is i n F. In 
band music somet imes the flute is pitched in D flat. 
SOUND 	 The flute in C will sound actual pitch, the flute in F 
a fifth lower than written, and the flute in D fla t a 
half tone higher. The range at the flute is a ppr ox­
i mately three octaves. 
THE PICCOLO 
FOlU.! 	 "The picc olo flute (Italian "pi ccolo" small ) or 
piccolo is slightly less than half the size of the 
ordinary flute. Its technique is the same, but its 
range, an octave above that of the :Clute, is also sUghtly 
restricted at both ends of its oompass, the lowest 
note being D and the bighest useful note B flat. 
1. John ston, Arthur Edward, Instruments of the Uodern 
Symphony Orchestra and Band, (1930) p 28 . 
3 
TORE "The fir st octuve is ",ealt and of littlD effect, its 
tones being better replaced by the second octave of 
the tlute. The seccnd octaye ot the piccolo is use­
ful fo r imparting brilliancy in torliesiao passages, 
or it may be used for extendi ng the upward range 01 
the wood-wind, either t orte or piano , by continuing 
a paesage when i t passe s above t he compa ss of the 
flute. The highest notes are _hrill and piercing; 
they are excellent for t earing. whistling effects in 
music of a stormy or terrifying character. 
USE "The use of the 'Piccolo ill t he orohestr a is incidental 
rather than normal when three tluteD are employed, 
the third, or second and third players, take the picc­
olo part or parts where indicated in the score." l It 
is i ndi epensable in band marche B. The piccolo in D 
flat is used almost exc l usively in band arrangements 
for street playing. 
PITCH The piccolo is pitched i n D and C flat. 
SOUND "Par'ts for the piccolo are witten an octa,", belcnr 
their actual 90und in order to avoid the constant use 
of the l eger lines above the staft. It is therefore 
1. 	 Johnston. Arthur E., Instruments cf the Modern 
SymphollY Ore he st r a and Band, ( 19.30 ) 
P 30. 
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a transposing instrument."l The C piccolo sounds an 
octave higher than the music is written. The D flat 
piccolo sound a minor ninth higher than the music is 
written. 	 The range of the piccolo is approximately 
two octaves and a fifth. 
THE OBOE 
FORA! 	 "The oboe is a reed instrument of conical bore ter­
minating in a small flaring bell. It is played with 
a double read consisting of two bladee of very thin 
cans bound t ogether in such a manner as to leave a 
small opening through which the air is blo'll1l into the 
instrument. The Tibration of this reed sete the col­
umn of air in motion, thus producing the tone, the 
pitch of which is controlled by opening and cloaing the 
finger-holes and keys. 
TONE 	 "The characteristic tonal quality of the oboe is reedy 
and somewhat nasal. Its lowest tones are loud and 
strident, and must be usad with the utmost discretion. 
The highest tones are difficult of production and ar8 
of doubtful utility, the flute taking the&& pitches 
more effectively. It is in the mediUlll register, com­
1. 	 Johnston, A. E., Instrumente of the lwdern 
Symphony Orchestra and Band,. (1930) 
p 30. 
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prising about an octave and B. half, that the oboe ex­
cels in charm and !lexibility. It s voice i B pastoral, 
tender, and not without a touch of sadnase, but it may 
alao express joyous and graceful phrases with excellent 
effect. 
USE 	 "The oboe is the moat assertive of the wood-wind instru­
ments_ owing to its incisive tonal quality. Two, and 
often three oboes are employed in tha symphony orchestras, 
the third performer being also provided with an English 
horn to be used when required by the score."l 
PITCH The oboe is pitched in C. 
SOUND The oboe sounds as written and has an approximate range 
of two octaves and a fifth. 
THE BASSOON 
FORM 	 "The bassoon is the natural base of the o-boe 
family. It is a double-reed instrument of con­
ieal bore wit h a tube about nina feat long, dou­
bled upon it self for convenience of hnndling. 
TONE 	 "'rhe tones of the lowest octave are full and rich 
and of ample power -to form a foundation for the 
entire wood-wind section. The medium regi Bte-r 
1. Johnston, A. g., Instruments of the Modern 

Sympho!lY Orehe s-tra and Band _ ( 1930) P 32. 
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is not especially resonant but is characterized 
by an agreeable dryness which is absolutely unique. 
Possessing nei ther the inci.ive bite of the oboe 
nor the liquid capability for swelling and dimin­
ishing t he tone, ·the bassoon rivals the flute !'tsd! 
in the rendition of staccato passages. Thus em-
played, its dry croaking tOM S are irre ll:Jtibly 
comic and are of great service to the composer in 
dipicting the humorou s or the grotesque when used in 
combi nation with the clarinets and horne. Tho 
bassoon is extremely valuable for supplying a harmonic 
middle to the orchestral mass. The high notes from 
E flat up to B flat s.re of singularly app.ealing beauty 
and have been called the "vox humana tone s." 
PITCH "The bas600n is a non-transposing instrument. The 
bass, tenor, and t reble clefs are uaod in its no­
tatton. Symphony orchestras usually require three 
players, the third of whom is aleo provided with a 
contra-bassoon to be used when required by the score. - l 
Four bassoons are otten used in bands . 
SOUND The range of the bassoon, bei ng a C instrumont, is 
1. Johnston, A. E., Instruments of tho Yodern 

SymphOny Orchestra and Bn~, (1930) p 44. 
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throe and a half octavos, of which, however, tho four 
or five highest tones are eoldom usod. Tho range 
extends from B flat below C up to E, the fourth space 
in the G clef. 
THE DOUBLE BASSOON 
FORM "Thi s ponderous instrument, also called the contra­
bassoon, is pitched an octave bel ow the bassoon, to 
which it bears the same relation as does the double base 
to the' cello. It is usually about sixteen feet long, 
but it ie doubled on itself four times to make it le8s 
unwieldly. Although it has a possible range or three 
and one half octaves, its principal usa i s to extend the 
downward range of the bassoon, thus supplying a soli d, 
deep-pitched foundation for the wood-wind section. 
TONE "Tho tones comprising the two lowor octavos are 
the most valuable. They are employed both in "forte and 
piano" passages, though the subduing of the deepest 
tooss roquires great skill . Tho Boft attack is all but 
impossible. The tonal quality differs little from that 
USE 
or tho ordinary bassoon. 
"Although not a modern instrument, its uso wae long 
restricted, owing to imperfections in intonatioo. 
Recent improvements have made its use mora general, and 
the third bassoonist of the symphony and grand opera 
PITCH 
SOUND 
FORM 
8 
orchestras is always provided with a double bassoon 
to be uBed when required by the score. 
"It is a transposing instrument i n the same sense 
as in t he double bass, notes are written an octave 
above their actual sound. Some double bassoons 
hav!) an extra key for the low A. ,,1 The cont-ra­
bassoon is pitched in C. 
The sound and range are the sams as for the regular 
bassoon of nina f eet, except, that the tone is 
somewhat heavier in quality. It sounds an octave 
lower than written. 
THIT! CLARINET 
"The clarinet is of cylindrical bore andis . played 
with a mouthpiece to which is bound a single f lat 
reed of cane. Clarinets have generally been made of 
hard wood or composition, but all metal instruments 
aro now often preferred. OWing to its large range, 
variety of tone colors, facilit y of execut ion, and power 
of swelling and diminishing i ta tones , t he clarinet is 
generally conceded t o be the most useful, as we l l as 
t be most beautiful . of all the wood-wind instrumente. 
1. Johnston, A. E., Instruments of the Modern 
Sympho~ Orchestra and Band . (1930) p 38. 
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TONE 	 "The clarinet compass compri sss four registers, which 
can be blended without perceptable break by the skill­
ful performer. The first and lowest is dark and amin­
ous. The second cOllsists of four or five dull , weak, 
notes of inferi or quality. The third or medium register 
i s of singular beauty, combining nobility, tenderness, 
and that limpid quality for which the clarinet is 
distinguished. The highest register i s brilliant, but 
difficult to subdue, hence useful mainly in torte 
,t1passages.
USE 	 The clarinet is used in the modern symphony orchestra 
and concert bands. It holds the> same position in the 
band that the first violins do in the orchestra. 
PITCH 	 "Clarinets are made in five or six different keys. All 
except the clarinet in Care transpoeitlg instruments. 
In the modern symphony orchestra two (or three) clarinets 
are pitched in B flat or A. Composition in sharp keye 
are usually scored for the A clarinet; in flat keye for 
2the TJ flat clarinet ... 
NOTE The alto clarinet in E flat, the bass in B flat, and 
the small clarinet in E nat are all useful in the 
1. Johnston, A. E., Instruments of the Modern 
Symphony Orchestra and Band, (1930) p 38. 
2. ~., P 38. 
10 
modern band arrangement. 
SOUND 	 The B flat clarinet will sound a second lower than 
written. the clarinet a minor 3rd higher, the alto 
in E flat a 6th lower. the baes in B flat an octave 
and a major 2nd lower. and the small E flat a 
minor 3rd higher. 
E FLAT CLARINET (HIGH) 
FORM 	 "The E flat clarinet (high) is smaller and shorter 
in length than the B flat instrument, but otherwise 
it is practically the same. 
TONE 	 "The t one quality in the best registers is brilliant 
and well adapted to lend assistance to the flute and 
piccolo in topping the band ensemble above the comfortable 
range of the B flat instruments. It is not ordinarily 
treated as a solo instrument; the tone is not very 
sympathetic and is inclined to be shrill in the upper 
register."l 
USE 	 The E nat clarinet is used in bands to f ill out tho 
top regi ster and give mor" body to the upper tOllS s. 
PITCH It is pitched in E flat. 
SOUND It sounds a minor third highs!' and has a compass of 
approximately the same as the B flat. 
1. Johnston, A. E•• Instruments of the Modern Symphony 
Orchestra and Band, (1930) p 82. 
11 
THE SAXOPHONE 
FORl,1 "This instrument was invented in the year 1840 
by the eminent Belgian instrument-maker and 
inventor, Adolph Sax, from whom it derives ita 
name. Its novelty consists in the use of the 
clarinet single reed applied t o a tube of extrome 
conical bore. The instrument thus combines 
important features of the clarinet and the oboe 
families - the single reed of the one with the 
taper bore of the other. The saxophone is made of 
braaa, frequently silver-plated, and comprises a 
f=ily of seven different sizes, of which the most 
generally used are the soprano in B flat, the alto 
in E flat, the tenor in B flat. the baritone in E 
flat, and the bass in B flat. Of the se fivo the 
soprano is the least pleasing and the alto and the 
tenor the most. In rocant years the C melody 
saxophone has become popular. 
TONE "In quality of tone the saxophone po ssess9s the char­
actori etic readiness of the clarinet, to which, how­
evar, is added a certain brazen tinge, combined with 
a string quality akin to that of the 'cello. The 
volume is greater, but the flexibility is interior to 
that of the clarinot or the bassoon. 
12 
USE "Saxophones have bean more extensively used in 
military bands than in the orohestra, though com­
posers from about ·the lIIi.ddle of the last century. 
particularly the French, have occasionally intro­
duced one or more saxophones in operatic and other 
seriolls works. Nowadays saxophone is not only a 
prominel~t feature in dance and popular musio combinations 
but is being more and more used generally. 
PITCH "The playing range of all the saxophones is practically. 
the same, and rsgardless of actual pitch sounds, are 
a lways written for the treble clef, and with the 
exoeption of the C melody treated as transposing instru­
manta in B flat or E flat. ,,1 
SOUND The range of the saxophones is approximately two 
octaves and a .tirth. The B flat soprano sounds a 
seoond lower, t he alto a sixth lower, the t enor an 
ootave and a second lower, the baritone an octave 
and a si xth lower, and the basG two octaves and a 
second lower. Tho seldom used contra bass is three 
octaves and a second lower. 
1. JOhtlston, A. !!:., Instrument s of the Modern 
Sympho~1 Orchestra and Band, (1930) p 48. 
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THE SAXOPHONE 
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DRASS INSTRUHENTS 
THE TRUl!PET 

(Valve Trumpet) 

"The trumpet is a brass instrument , t he tube of which 
i s one-half the length of that of the French horn in 
the same key, and it therefor e sounde an octave higher 
than the horn. The modern orche stral t rumpet iu pro­
vided with the usual t hree valves, which give it a 
complete chromati c scale within its compass of about 
two and one-half octaves. The mouthpiece differs 
from that of the horn in being oup- shaped r~ther t han 
conical. 
"The quality of tone of the trumpet is brilliant, noble, 
and wonderfully penetrating in f ortissimo passage s. 
Its Boftsr acoents are clear and pure, still retaining 
the characteristic nobility and incisivenes8 of the 
louder tone s. Trumpets like cornets and horns may be 
muted by means of a pear-shaped devi ce set in the ball. 
"Although t he older scores and indesd many modern ones 
call for trumpets in a variety of keys - C, D, E flat, 
F, etc., the trumpet s in B flat and A are used almost 
eXClusively, the trumpeteru, like horniste , trans­
po sing tbeir part e at sight wben transposition is 
SOUND 
FORM 
TONE 
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neces sary. The two instr uments offer t he same 
f aci lit y as B f~at and A clarinets for playing in 
nat and sharp keys. In the caee of the trumpet. 
however. only one i netrument. i8 necessary - that 
in B flat - as i ts pitch may be inst antly lowered 
to A by drawi ng a telescopic elide or by employi ng 
a speci al valve mechani sm. " l 
The range of the t rumpet is approximately t wo octaves 
and a fifth. The B flat sounds a ma jor second lower 
and the A sounds a minor third lower than the 
writt en note. 
TIE CORNET 
"Thi s instrument. i s similar to the val ve trumpet 
in all respects except t hat ite bore is sl ightly 
conical inst ead of cyl indrical. The mouthpiece also 
differs f r am that of the t rumpet in being lese cup-
shaped. t hus t aperi ng more gradually into the main 
bore of the instrument. These two feat ures combine 
to render t he tone of the cornet conreer and thicker 
t han the cl ear . brilliant tone of the trumpet. 
"Owing to its ease of blowing and its pleasing . 
mellow t one, the cornet is still much used in 
1. Johnston, A. E., Instruments of tbe Modern Symphony 
Orche stra and Band , (1930) p 52 . 
USE 
PITCH 
SOUND 
FORM 
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amateur and in small professional orchestras; 
also in military bands. 
"The cornet is rare in the modern symphony orches­
tra, though it was of undoubted utility duri ng 
the period prior to the introduction or the valve 
trumpet . TWo cornets in addition to two trum­
pets, were then employed, their special function 
bei ng to supply the chromatic tones lacking on the 
plain trumpet. 
"It 18 made in B flat and is provided with a slide 
or valve 1118chanism which instantly t ransforms it 
into an "A" instrument. In compass and in the 
manner of writing it is precisely like the valve 
trumpet. Cornets, like other brass instruments, 
may be muted by means of a pear-shaped devics set 
i n the bell. ,,1 
The range of the cornet is approximately two oc­
taves and a fifth. The B flat sounds a major 
second lower than the written note and the A e 
minor 3rd lower. 
THE FLUEGELHORN 
"This is a brass instrument of t he saxhorn type, 
1. Johnston, A. E., Instruments of the Modern Symphony 
Orchestra and Band,(1930) p 54. 
AR'rl-ltlR JOROII.N '" 
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re&8m~ling the cornet in appearance, but of larger 
and mora conical bore with flaring bell. 
TONE 	 "Tbe tone is of a peculiarly sweet, clear, a nd 
beautiful quality and ie a distinot addition t o the 
band in solo or other combination. M1 
USE Tbe f1uegelhorn i s sometimes used in oymphony or­
cbestrae and in brass bands. 
PITCH The pitch of this instrument is the same as the B flat 
oornet. 
SOUND The !luegelhorn sounds one step lower than the music 
i. written and bas an approximate compase 01 two 
octaves and a fifth. It is sometimes called the alto 
cornet. 
TIm: Fr1ENCH HORN 
FORK 	 "The original form of the Fr ench horn (hand horn or 
wladhorn) consisted of trom nine to eighteen feet of 
coiled brass t ubing, the precise length ot whi ch de­
panded upon the key i n whi ch the horn was pitched . 
Thi s inatrumem p08aeesed very limited chromatic P088­
ibi liUes, and it bas become practically obeolete . In 
its place the modern val,", horn i n F is used almost ex­
1. Johnston, A. F.. , Instruments of the lfodern Symphony 
Orchestra and Band. (1930 ) p 86 . 
... ..., 
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c1u91'1oly. Its tube i9 about twelva feet lo~ , and by 
'lirtue of it s valve mechanism it can produce all chro­
mattc tonos within its rango of three and ona- half oc­
ta'186. As in all hrass instruments, tho tone is pro­
duced by t he vibr ation of the lips pressed against t he 
mouthpiece, whic h in t he case of the horn, i a small and 
tunnel- shaped rather than cupped. 
TOllE "The tone of the horn, except when forced and rende red 
brassy' for t he production of dramatic affects , is 
pure and noble. I t s lovely, mellow t ons s blend a s per­
fectly with the wood-wind as with the bras s choir. 
Tha horn thU6 forms a connect ing link between thDOB two 
sections of ·the orche str a . 
USE "The harD is of ine stimable val ue, both as a melody and 
as a harmony instrument.· l Usual ly four horns, pitched 
in E f lat aro used in the modern band , and great care 
must be exercised to obtain the cornet dietr! buiion of 
t he chord tonss. The horns occupy the posit ion of the 
second vi olina and the viola s of the orchestra. 
PITCH The horns are pitchod in five keys: 11WIIe.ly, C, D, E 
f l a t , F and B flat . These different pitches are ob­
tained by supplying eac h horn wi t h various lengths of 
1. J ohnston, A. E., Instruments of the Bodern SYlDpboUf 
Grebeatm a nd Band, ( 1930 ) p 50. 
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tubing according to the pitch desired . 
SOUND The horn when pitched in the two most common key s will 
sound lower than the playing note. In E flat the horn 
will sound a 5th lower , in F a 5th l ower , in D a 7th 
l ower, and in B flat a 2nd lower. 
THE ALTO 
FORM "The E flat alto belongs to the saxhorn group of 
brass instruments. There are several t ypes of altos , 
the familiar bell-up type, the bell front typo (like an 
over-grown cornet ) and the ciroular, known as the 
mellophone (or concert horn). The latt er instrument 
is used frequently i n school or 8IIIateur orchestras, as 
well as in bands. 
TONE "The tone is inferior to that of the horn, but this 
lack is made up by the comparative security of 
intonation in general usage."l 
USE The alto is used largely in bands because of the ease 
of producing the tone and the evi dent satisfaction of 
young mueicians in amateur organi zatione. 
PITCH By means of a small tube or crook , the alto is pitched 
in the f ollowing keysl E flat, D, B flat, F and C. 
SOUND The sound of the mellophone i s much coarsor than that 
1. Johnston, A. E., Instr~ente of the MOdern Symphony 
Or cheatra and Band, (1930) p 88. 
, 
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of the horn of the same pitch. It bas the same rel­
ative t ransposi t ion as that ot the horn with an appro ~i­
mate range of two octave s and a fi f t h. 
THE TROMBONE 
FORM 	 "This instrument dif fe r s redically from the other 
braeS98 in its possession of a froe- running t elescopic 
sl ide i nstead of valves. This slide enablee t he per­
former t o adj ust t he spoaking l ength of hie instrumsnt 
and its consequent pitch to a nicety . In fact. the 
precise manipul ati on of t he elide of the trombone is 
analogous t o the correct location of the fi nger on 
the f i ngerboard of stringed instruments. There are 
al so trombonee wit h valves , but as they po ssess no ad­
vantage beyond mere facili ty of execution and are in­
ferior in tODe and precision, they are not used in tlrst­
class orche stras . 
TONE 	 "The tone of the trombone is aki n to t hat of the trumpet, 
lell8 brilliant but somewhat richer and fuller . This 
difference in tonal quality is due in part to the i nner 
formation of the mouthpi ece, which, thougb cup- shaped, is 
less shallow than that of the trumpet . Although fortissimo 
of trombones surpasses that of any other in strument, an 
exquisite piani s simo is al so obtainable. The tormer is 
gorgeously majestic; the latter, mysteriously solemn. 
22 
Trombone Dlay be muted like 'trumpets and horns. 
USE 	 or the three t r ombones used in a symphony orchElstra., all 
may be tenor instruments ( in B flat ) or the lowe st part 
may be played ~J a bass trombone ( in G). I n bands t he 
same i s 'true of the parts. "l 
PITCn 	 Trombones are pitched in B f lat; the bass trombone i! in 
G. "All trombone s are treated as non-transposing instru­
mente,,2 Both the tenor and bass clef s arEl used i.n the 
no'tation. The range of the trombone is approximatelY 
t wo octaTes and a filth. 
SOUND 	 All trombones being treated 8.8 non-tranapoe1ng inetru­
menta sound the actual note played. 
TIlE :BARITONE 
FORI.! 	 "The baritone is a brass instrument belonging to the 
saxhorn family and is pitched in B flat, an octave below 
the B flat cornst . n3 
"It is the most "pliable" brass inotrument in the band 
and can be utilized in more different ways than any 
other. It may be ueed as a melody instrument, with the 
1. 	 Johnston, A. E., Instruments of ths Modern SymphOny 
Orchestra Bnd Band, (1930) p 56. 
2. Ibid., 	P 56. 
3. llli., 	P 89. 
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cornet, tor individual 50100, for counter melodies. 
It is often required to play in unison with the trombones 
at times when the large instruments are given prominent 
parte."l It is also used to play accompaniment or on the 
bass part . 
TONE "It po ,ae sees a full Bonorou 6 tone and practically the 
technical facility of the cornot, making it invaluable 6S 
a 8010 
2instrument in the band ." 
USE "The baritone occupies a similar po sition in tho band 
to that of the violincello in the orchestra. Baritones 
are oquipped with three valvas and operate exactly as 
dOBS the cornet, but sound an octave lower."3 
PIWH Baritones are pitched in B flat. 
SOUND The baritone speaks an octave and a second lower when 
read from the G clef . It speaks the actual pitch when 
read from the baas clef (F clef). The baritone has 
an approximate range of t wo octavos and a fifth. 
1. 	 Laurendeau, L. P., The Practical Band Arranger, 
(1911) p 20. 
2. 	 Johnston, A. E., Instruments of the Uodsrn Symphony 
Orchestra and Band, (1930) p 89 . 
3. 	 Laurendeau, L. P., The Practioal Band Arranger, 
(1911) p 20 . 
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TIE EUPHONIUM 
FORK "The euphonium is indentical with the baritone with the 
GXception ttoAt it ia provided with a fourth valve which 
extends the compass downward an augmented fourth. One 
type ot euphoniulZl has an extra bell, SIIlB.ller IlDd less 
flaring than the regular bell. A spacial valve operates 
to divert the air column into this bell, wbich produce v 
a tone of differont quality, more like that of the trom­
bone, where such R tone is deeirable for solo or ensemble 
combinations."l 
TOIlE The tone of the euphonium is like that of the baritone. 
USE The euphonium has the same facility and use as the bari­
to ne. 
PITCH It is pitched the same as the baritone . 
SOUND The euphonium speaks an octave and a second lower 1Ihen 
road from the treble clef and actual pitch when read 
from the base clef. By the addition of the fourth valve 
it may extend its tonal range d01ll'JlY1ard to B flat below 
the baritone range. 
1. Johnston. A. E., Instruments ot the Modern Symphony 
Orchestra and l'and. (1930) p 89 • 
.I 
THE TUBA. 
FORM "The tuba is the double bass of the brass seotion of the 
orchestra. It differs essentially from the trumpet in 
that i h tube is collical and not cylindrical, that is to 
say. it gradually widens from mouthpiece to bell. The 
tuba i s usually provided with four valvell, the fourth of 
which giws the instrument an extended and valuable down­
_rd range. 
TOllE "The tone-quality of ths tuba is full and organ-like in 
soft and medium passages . When playod to the limit of 
ita power it takos on a brilliancy and " snap" very much 
like that of t he trombone. It blends exceedingly well 
with the string basses, the effect of the combination 
being to impart to the vory low tones a claTity and det­
i niteness of pitch unattainable by any other means. 
USE "Prior to its introduction i nto the orchestra by Wagner, 
t he tuba was used only in mi l itary bands. I t is now a 
r ecognized member of the orchestral family, having 
enti r el y supplanted t he ophiclei de, the deep-toned bra ss 
instrument formerly used.,,1 
PITCH TUbas are made i n several differ ent keys - F, E flat , 
C, and B flat. They are invariably t reated as non-trans­
1. Jo hnston. A. E. , Instruments of t he Modern Sympho!!Y 
Orchestra and Band, (1930) p 58. 
I 
SOUND 
FORJ.[ 
TONE 
-... 
) 
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posing instruments when used in sympnony. grand opera 

orchestras. and in baDds . 

Since the tubas are treated a s non-transposing i nstru­
ment s, they sound the actual pitch of the note played. 

They have an approximate r ange of three octaves. 

TIlE BUGLE 
"The bugle i s likened to the cornet except that it 
has no valves. The tube of the or iginal bugle was 
doubled around several timee . making the instrument 
handier for service use in the artny and na"Y ' In 
recent years the ehort model has been supplemented 
by the longer trumpet model. The moder n military 
bugle and trumpet ie one and the same instrument. 
Apart from company (military ) buglers , fite, bugle 
and drum corps (field music) are regularly organi&ed 
and ..bile ordinarily playing independently, sometimes 
join in with the band on t he march, special parts being 
•printed or prepared . These instruments are also 
extensively used by Boy Scouts , Girl Scout s , military 
academies. etc . "l 
The tone of the bugle is not unlike t hat of the trumpet 
1. Johnston, A. E. , Instruments of the Modern SymphOny 
Orc hestra and Band, (1930) p 86. 
USE 
and 
PITCH 
SOUND 
~ 
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except that it is more brassy. 
"The bugle s and trumpets moat used are pitched in 
G with a tuning slide to F, and known as the regulation 
G and F trumpet (or bugle). The B flat bugle (large 
French model) also called the clarion haa or late baen 
adopted by many of the l eading r egimental drum oorps; 
thiB instrument being pitched the same as the regu l ar 
cornet and trumpet, enables the bugle corps to play 
more readi ly wit h the band in tho usual band key s, if 
not actually from the cornet or trumpet parts. 
"The trumpet and bugle wi t hout valves can only play t one s 
belonging to the series of harmonic a found in a sounding 
t ube ; that is , t he so-called "open tones" playable on any 
'ras s inst rument. On the five t one s here given , all the 
signal calls used i n the a rmy and navy are based, being 
developed in VIl.ri ed mel odic outline and rhytbo." l The 
average range a nd " open tones" as played are a s fO l lows: 
C, G. C, E , and G beginning wi th middle C on the G clef, 
r anging upward . 
1. Jo hnston, A. E., Instrument s of t he Mods rn Symphony 
Orchestra and Band, (1930) p 86 . 
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PERCUSSION INSTRUUENTS 
KETTLE-DRUI,IS 
(Timpani) 
"The kettle-drum consists of e. hemispherical bowl 
of brass or copper. over which a parchment head is 
stretched. By varying the tension of the head by 
means of six or eight screws working on an iron 
ring. higher or lower tones of definite pi tch are 
obtainable. Various mschanical means have been de­
vised for changing the pitch of the drum by a single 
screw or lever (atter equalizing the tension of the 
head by separate screws), and only the high cost of 
drums ao equipped has prevented their general adop­
tion. 
"Timpani are played with two drumstick», the heads of 
which are uwally solid balls of felt. Such sticks 
produce a velvety, musical quality of tone not unlike 
t hat or the dOUble bass pizzicato. For dramatio 
effects, where harshness and terrifying noise are the 
aim of the oomposer. t he uee of 'l1ood-headed sticks, 
sometimes oovered with leather, i s indicated. Timpani 
possess an almost unlimited dynamic range fram the 
faintest tap or rumble to a thundsrous fortissimo. 
USE 
PITCH 
SOUND 
FOIUI 
~ 
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Detached notes are uged for accentuating the rhythm, 
and the roll 1s invaluable for adding life and motioD 
to sustained chords. 
"A pair of timpani cODai ste of a large and a small drum; 
three or more drums arB employed with additional drum-
mere on exceptional occasions. As the timpanist muat 
be prepared to vary tho tuning of his drums during per­
f ormance, he mu st possess a fine ear, if not, indeed, 
absolut e pitch. 
"The range of the timpani, with all chromatic intorvals, 
is froll! F (space below bass clef) up to F fourth l ine of 
the bass clef . Recently podal timpani ha~'9 beHll quite 
widely adopted. The se have the same rangee ae the hand 
t uned timpani , but they vary t heir pitch very quickly 
t hrough II. f oot -pedal mechanism. Evon IIlfIlodi c passage s 
are posBible for them."l 
The lar~e drum i s tuned from F up to C and the snaIl 
one from B flat up to F, overlapping one whole tone. 
THE BASS DRtJJ.r 
"This instrument gives a deep, booming sound of DO 
definite pitch. It is played with a single. soft­
1. Johnston, A. ~., Instrunents of the Modern Symphony 
Orchestra and Pand, (1930) p 64. 
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headed drumstick with which tolerably close rolls 
are possi ble by tho skillful performer . In l oud 
passages its funct ion i s to augment the general 
volume of sound and especi all y to accent uate t he 
rhythm. Struck softl y i t produces a dark, omniou8 
effect which may be well empl oyed i n certain dramatic 
si tuations. "l 
TONE 
USE 
PITCH 
SOUND 
The drum has no definite tone . 
It is ueed in both bands and orchestras t o accentuate 
the rhythm. 
It has no definite pi t ch. 
The drum gives a deep booming sound. 
THE SNA!lE DROU 
FORM "This small drum derives i ts name from the thin 
strings of gut , called snares, whieh aro stretched 
across its lowor head . The pecu l iar ratt l ing sound 
oharaoteristic of thi s drum i s due to t he vibration 
of these snares against t he lower head when the 
upper head is beaten. The snaro drum 1s played with 
two sticks of hardwood. The technique of the snare 
drum is a difficult one t o aoquire, many years of 
1 . Johnston, A. l;'. • , InS'~ruments of the 1.rodern Symphony 
Orchestra and Band, (1930) p 66. 
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TONE 
practice boing required to produce a C106e , evon roll. 
This is obtained not by rapid single strokes, but by the 
alteration o! double strokes with each hand. .. 1 
The snare d~ haa no definite tone . 
USE 
PITCH 
SOUND 
"The Ueo of this drum in the or chestra is chiefly oon­
fined to the production oC 11 military atmoaphere. "a 
In the marChing band it is tho rhythm beater. 
The snare drum has no definite pitch. 
It has a peculiar rattling sound. 
THE CnWALS 
FORlJ "A pair of c),lII\mls consists of two discs of resonant 
metal formed not unlike largo dinner plates and about 
twelve i nches in dieJlJeter . They are held by means of a 
loop of leather attached to the cemsr of the instru­
ment and passed sround the hand of t he performer . Cymbals 
are played, not by clashing them together, but by 
striking their edgee with a eliding movement . Like other 
art instruments, cymbal s may be of fine or poor quality , 
producing a brilliant lasting, and terrifying tone, or an 
impotent, dull smash, like broken crockery. From motives 
1 . 	 Johnston, A. E • • I nstrumente of the Modern Symphony 
Orchestra and Band , (1930) p 66 . 
2. .!ill. , p 66 . 
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of economy, one of the cVl1Ibe.la i s often ath.ched 
to the bass drum, t he two i nstrument 8 bei ng played 
by the a&l:l9 performer . But as the cymbal s lose lIIUc h 
or their characteristic clash by this treatment, it 
is not fol l owed i n f irst-c2a so orchestras. One 
cymbal is sometimes held i n the hand and struck with 
t he bass drumstick a singl e stroke or even a roll . 
Thu s used the cymbal takes on something of t he char­
acter of the gong. When short not es are required, 
the tone is damped by quickly bringing the cymbal 
wlagainst the chest . 
TONE The cymbal has the characteristic ring of me t al 
agai nst metal. 
USE It is used in band and orchestras to acce ntuate the 
rhythm. 
PITCH 	 The cymbal bas an indefi nite pitch. 
SOUND 	 The cymbals produce a brill iant, lasting and terrify­
ing sound. 
I'lre GONG 
FOFW 	 "This instrument has come to U5 from China and is a 
r ound plate of hammered bronze with the edge turned 
1. 	 Johnston , A. E•• I nstrument s of the Modern Symphony 
Orchestra and Band, (1930 ) p 68. 
I () (P "" "" 
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up like a large tambourine. It is struck wi t h a 
soft bass drumstick. It s effect in f ortissimo is 
that of a terrible cl!Ulgorous uproar which i s of 
the utmost service to the composer when de­
picting scenee of horror . struck more gently , or 
pianissimo, it s effect varie s between the solemn 
and the lugubrious. It is used mostly in conn6C­
t ion with deep chords, sustained by the brass inetru­
ments or by the lowest t onee of clarinets and 
bassoons."l 
TONE 
USE 
The t one of the gong varies according to the amount 
of force used to strike it. 
Its use is characteristic and often employed for 
scene s of unusual noise and confusion. It is an un­
usual instrument and is often used to attract atten­
ti Oll. 
PITCH 
SOUND 
It is of indefinite pitch. 
It produce s a terrible rambling sound. 
THF: TRIANGLE 
FORM "This instrument, as its name implie s , consists of 
1. .Johnston, A. E., Instrumente of the Modern Symphony 
Orchestra and Band, (1930) p 70. 
\ 
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a bar of steel bent in t riangular form with ons 
angle open. It is hung by a cord to a music stand 
or any suitable bracket and is struck with a small 
steel rod. 
TONE 	 "It produces a bright, tinkling sound, without 
definite pitch, and is used to enhance light, f airy­
like movemente by marking t he rhyt hm. The trill is of fre ­
quent occurrence and is executed by alte r nately striking 
two sides of the triangle."l 
USE 	 It is used, as explained above, to enhance light, fairy­
like movements by marking the rbythm. 
PITC H 	 The triangle has indefinite pitch. 
somm 	 The triangle produces a bright tinkling SOUfld. 
THE CHn~S 
FORt! 	 "Orc hestral chimes consi st of a series of accurately-
tuned tubes of steel or bell-metal. They are graduated 
in size like organ pipes and are suspended from a suit­
able framework of wood. The tubes are struck near the 
upper end with a wooden or leather mallet. 
TONE 	 "Their tone effectively simulates t hat of deep-toned 
1. Johnston, A. E., I nstrument s of the Modern Symphony 
Orchestra and Band, (1930) p 70. 
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PITCH 
SOUND 
cathedral chimes, and they serve in the orche atra 
to produce an atmosphere of solemnity, especially 
in music of a religous character. ,,1 
Usually the t one s are fr om low A to high E . 
Orchestral chimes constitute almost a counterpar't 
of the cathedral chimes. 
THE XYLOPHONE 
FORM "Thi s is an instrument of great antiquity which 
consi sts of twenty-seven (or a few more) hardwood 
blocks, graduated in length, mounted on taQt cords, 
and all set in a suitable frp~ework. The blocks 
are arranged in two rows, like the keys of a piano, 
and are accurately tuned. The instrument is played 
by striking with two light , flexible heat er s of 
willow or boxwood. 
TOt~ 
USE 
"The tone of the xylophone i6 hard, dry , and rather 
hol low in quality. Very rapid passages including 
tri lls , are possible by th~ skillful performer. 
"It s use in the symphony orchestra io occaoi cnal 
and solely f or the production of the unusual -
especiall y humorous effecte.,,2 It has found a 
1. 	 Johnston, A. E., Instruments of the Modern Symphony 
Orchestra and Band, (1930) p 68. 
2. llii., jJ 72. 
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wonderful place i n the concert b~nd ~ is used 
to great Mvantage as a Bolo instrument with 
b~ acoompanimeDt. "A recent inventi on is t he 
vibraphone, with wooden bars and metal resonators 
like the lI3'lophone and marimba , save toot there 
are diec-like vibrators in the resonators toot 
are actuated by olectr icity . A not unpleasant 
vibrato is thus imparted to the tone struck ."l 
PITCH The xylophone i s pi tched the aame as the piano. 
SOUND The sound or this instrument bas been likened to 
the rattling bones of a ekeleton. 
1. 	 .Tohnston. • E., Instruments of the Modern 
Symphony Or chestra and Band. (1930) 
p 12. 
CHAPTER II 
CLASSIFICATION OF I NSTRUME NTS 
LESSON I 
Thi s f irst leSion involves tho mnki~g of a chart of the various 
instruments according to pitch. This chart should be arranged i n the 
fo l lowing manner. 
St ep 1. 
step 2 . 
step 3. 
St ep 4. 
Step 5. 
step 6. 
In t he fir st column placo all the instru­
ments, bot h F and G clot, segregati ng each 
clef, that play a given note and sound the 
same note, or it~ oct ave, either higher or 
l ower. Name this column the C GROUP. 
In the eecond colum.n place all t he instr u­
ments, both F and G cler , that playa given 
note and sound one hnl t step higher. Name 
the column the Db GROUP . 
I n the t hird column pl ace all the i nstru­
ments , both F and G clef, t hat playa given 
note and sound a mnj or second higher. Name 
this column the D GROUP . 
I n the fourth column place all the instru­
ments. both F and G clef, that play a givon 
note and sound a minor third higher. Name 
t his column tbe Eb GROUP. 
In t he f ifth col umn pl ace all t be instru­
monts , both F and G clef , that pl ay a givon 
note and sound a perfect fi fth lower. Name 
tho column tho F GROUP. 
In the sixth column placo aU the instru­
ments, both F and C cl ef, that play a given 
(38 ) 
step 7. 
step 8. 
step 9. 
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note and sound a perfect fifth higher. Name 
this column t he G GROUP. 
In the sevent h column place all the instru­
ments, both F and G clef , that play a given 
note and Bound a minor third lower. Name 
this column the A GROUP. 
In the eighth column place all the instru­
ments, both F and G clef, t hat playa given 
note and Bound a major second lower. Name 
this column the Bb GROUP. 
In t he ni nth column place all the other in­
struments not included in the above columns. 
Name this the SPECIAL GROUP. 
LESSON II 
In thi s 10880n the objaet is to construct "- chart using middlo 
C a8 tho playing noto. A straight line i8 drawn across the middle of 
the paper, leaTine a margin of about two inches on each side. At the 
left end ot the line are written the words, "playing middle cn. 
step 1. 
Step 2. 
step 3. 
Step 4. 
step 5. 
At the left end mark oft in ledger lines, 
either above or below, the number of half 
steps, one to a line, required to mark the 
proper interval for the instruments of the 
C GROUP, when that group is playing the tone 
C. Name the group. 
To the right of the last set of lines, mark 
off in a !!i1llilar manner the number or lines 
required tor the D~ GROUP. Name the group. 
To the right ot the last set of lines, mark 
off in a similar manner the number or linoo 
required for the D GROUP. Nama the group. 
To the right of the last set of lines, mark 
oft in a similar manner the number of lines 
required for tbo Eb GROUP. Name the group. 
To the right or the !aat set of linea, mark 
step 6. 
step 7. 
step 8. 
step 9. 
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off in a 9~ilar manner the number of lines 
required f or t he F GROUP. lIame the group. 
To tbe right of t he last set of lines, mark 
of! in a simil ar manner t he number of line8 
required fo r the G GROUP . Nama the group. 
To the right of t he last sst of line8, mark 
off in a similar manner the numbar of l ines 
requi red for the A GROUP . Name the group. 
To tha right of the l ast eet of lines , mark 
off in a simi lar manner tbe number of linos 
required f or t he Bb GROUP. Name the group. 
On a separate s heat of paper construct a chart 
f or the varioue instruments of tho SPECIAL GROUP. 
Name each instrument and name t he proper interval 
required f or that inetrument . 
mS50N III 
The problem in this leS80n i s to construct a chart using middle 
C as the Bounding note. A straight line i8 drawn across the middle of 
the paper, leaving a margin of about two i ncbes on each side. At the 
left end of the line are written the words, .. sounding middle 0" . 
step 1. 
s tep 2. 
step 3. 
step 4. 
At the left end mark of! i n l edger linee, 
either above or below, t he number of hal! 
steps, one to a l i ne , requi r ed to mark the 
proper interval f or the i nstruments of the 
C GROUP, wben that group i 8 Bounding the 
tone C. Name the group. 
To t he right of the last set of linea, mark 
oCf in a similar manner the number of lines 
required for the Db GROUP. Name the group. 
To the right of the last set of lines, mark 
off i n a similar manner the number of lines 
required for the D GROUP. Name the group. 
To the r ight of t he last set of lines, mark 
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off in a simi lar manner the number of lines 
roquired for the Eb GROUP. Name the group. 
step 5. To t he r i ght of the last eet oC lines. mark 
off in a similar manner the number of l ines 
required f or the F GROUP. Name the group . 
step 6. To the right of the l ast set of lines. mark 
off in a simi l ar manner the number of linee 
required f or the G GROUP. Name the group. 
Step 7. To the right of tho last Bet of linea. mark 
off in a similar manner the number of linos 
required for A GROUP. Name the group. 
step 8. To t he right of the last set of linea. mark 
off in a similar manner the number of linea 
required for the Bb GROUP. Name the group. 
step 9. On a separate sheet of paper const ruct a 
char t for the varioue instruments of the 
SPECIAL GRO'JP. Name sach i nstrument and name 
proper interval required for that instrument. 
tho 
CHAPTER II! 
TRANSPOSI TION OF I NSTRUMF.NTS 
LESSON IV 
In answering th& following que8t ions, it i s nece ssary to acquire 
a thorough knowledge of the transposition of i nstrument s in order to 
ascertain the correct tone each instrument must play to sound a given 
tone. 
Questi on 1. When the Eb cornet plays F, what tone will 
the oboe play to sound in unhon with the 
Eb cornet! 
Question 2. When the oboe plays G, what tone will the 
Bb clarinet play to sound in unison with 
the oboa! 
Question 3. When the flute in C plays A, what tone will 
t he Bb trumpet play to sound in uni80n with 
the flute! 
Queeti on 4. 'mlsn the piccolo in Db plays Eb , what tone 
will ths base clarinet play to sound in 
unison with the piccolo! 
Question 5. When the alto saxophone plays Ab, what tone 
will the horn in D play to sound in unison 
with the alto saxophone! 
Question 6. IVhen the baritone saxophone plays D, what 
tone wi l l the tenor saxophone play to sound 
in unison with the baritone saxophone! 
Question 7. When ths clarinet in A plays C, what tone 
will the french horn play to sound in 
(42) 
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unison with the clarinet in A! 
Question 8. When the alto horn p1aye B, wbat tone will 
the alto c l arinet play to sound in unison 
·th the alto horn! 
Question 9. 	 When the bass saxophone p1aYII Bb, what tone 
will t he horn in Eb play to sound in ullillon 
with the bass saxophone! 
Question 10. 	 When t he Bb soprano saxophone playa E, what 
tone will the Bb cornet play to sound in 
~ison with the soprano saxophons! 
Quution 11. 	 lVhen the trombone, G clef, plays Db, wbat 
tone .i11 the horn in F play to sound in 
unison with the trombone! 
Question 12. 	 When the baritone, G cle!, plays B, wbat 
tone will the alto 8&Xophone play to BOUnd 
in unison with the baritons! 
LESSON V 
The following questions are answered in a similar manner aa 
those in leeson four. 
Question 1 . 	 When the bassoon p1aYII F, what t one will 
t.he Bb cornet. play to 80Und in ani son with 
the bassoon! 
Question 2. 	 When the tuba in , plays Ab, wbat tone will 
the oboe play to sound in unison nth the 
tuba! 
Question 3. 	 When t.be barit.one plays G, wbat toue will 
the clarinet. in A play to sound in unison 
wi th the bar!t.one! 
Question 4. 	 When the tuba in BBb plays Eb. what tone will 
tbe baritone saxophone play to sound in 
unison with the t uba! 
Quellt i on 5. 	 When the Bb cornet. plays Bb, wbat tone will 
tbe tuba in Eb play to Bound in unison with 
the cornet! 
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Question 6. 	 When the tuba in C playa E, wbat tone 
will the piccolo in Db play to Bound in 
unison with the tuba! 
Question 7. 	 When the alto clarinst plays A. wbat 
tone will the tuba in F play to sound in 
unison with the alto clarinst! 
Question B. 	 When the baritone saxophone plays Eb, what 
tone will the clarinet in A play to sound in 
UniBOn with the baritone saxophone! 
Question 9. 	 When t he baritone plays F, what tone will 
the baritone saxophone play to sound in 
unison with the baritone! 
Question 10. 	 Whun the trombone plays B, what tone will tha 
cornet in A play to sound in unison with the 
trombone! 
Question ll. 	 When t he bass clarinet playa Fi. ",hat tonB 
will the tuba io BBb play to sound in umaon 
with the ba8s olarinet! 
Question 12 . 	 When the clar!net in Eb playe efl . ",bat tone 
will the piccolo in Db play to sound in unison 
with the clarinet! 
IESSON VI 
The tollowing questions are aonered in a similar manner aa 
thoee in !euon fiva. 
Question 1. 	 When the cornet in Bb sound a G, what tone will 
the oboe. alto Baxophone, horn in F, cl arinet 
in A, and piccolo in Db play, to aound in 
unison with the cornet! 
Question 2. 	 When the horn in F sounds A, Wbat tone will 
the trombone, baritone saxophone, alto horn, 
soprano saxophone, and cornet in A play, to 
BOUnd in uniaon with the horn in Ft 
Question 3. 	 When the alto saxophone sounds F, wmt tone 
will the baritone , tuba in F, cornet in Bb. 
piccolo in Db, and horn in D play. to sound in 
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unison with the alto sllXo~hone! 
Question 4. 	 When the clarinet in A aounds Eb, ...hat 
tone will the bass clarinet, alto clarinet, 
oboe, horn in D, and t uba in BBb play, to 
Bound in unison with the clarinot in At 
Question 5. 	 When the piccolo in Db sounds Bb, what will 
the trombone , baritone - G clet, alto clarinet, 
horn ill F, and corll&t 1n A play, to BOund in 
unison .~th the piccolo in Db! 
Question 6. 	 When the horn in D sounds D, what tons will the 
clari net in Bb, the cornet in A, &lto SIlltophone, 
tenor saxophone, and baritone play, to sound in 
unison with the horn i n D! 
Question 7. 	 1Iben the bassoon sounds Ab, what t one will the 
tuba in Eb, piccolo in Db, clarinet in A, alto 
saxophone, and tenor saxophone play to Bound in 
unieon with the ball8oon! 
Question 8. 	 When the tuba ill BBb sound s C, what tone will 
the clarinet in Bb, &lt~ SllXophone, cornet in 
A, :.icoolo in Db, and horn in D play, to sound 
in uni son with the tuba in BBb! 
U :SSON VII 
I n answering the t ollowing questions each letter is r egarded 
as the key note of the major scale. Since t he aim is to establish a 
working knowledge ot the art of transposition, the anowers will be 
in theory only and not suitable tor lise on the i nstrument., at leaet 
not in pleaai ng combinations. 
When the trombone plays the 1st step, or C F G BE : 
The tlugelhorn will play the 3rd step, or (here ghe five anllWers ) 

The horn in C will pl ay the 3rd step. or " n " " 

The baritone will play the 7th step, or .. • " • 

/ ): 
r:- a "'--' ...... 
"- ... -·'r~J,-
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The horn in D will play the 3rd step, or (here give f i ve answers) 
The baritone g clef , will play the 7th step, or " " " 
The alto horn will play the 5th step, or " n " " 
The French horn will play the 3rd step, or " " " " 
The cornet in Bb will play the 3rd step, or " " • " 
The tuba ill F will play the 5th step, or H " n 
-
" 
The euphonium , g clof , will play the 6th step, or n H 
NOTE - step 1: 	 tind ,vhat the trombone will sound when it 
plays the 1st step of the Bcale or C. 
step 2: 	 f i nd in what key the f luegelhorn must play 
in order to BOUnd in the sounding key of 
the trombone. 
Step 3. 	 find thB tone on the giTeD step of this ne. 
key for the tluegelhorn. 
step 4: 	 proceed BS outliDed above for the remaiDiftg 
l etters and instrumenta. 
LE5S0N VIU 
LaSSOD eight tollove the swne lins of development as les.on 
OSTen. 
When tho picoolo in Db, plays the 3rd step, or B ell D# F# G/!: 
The oaesoon will play the 7th step, or (hers give five answere) 
The alto slUophone will play the 2nd step, or " " .. 
ThB tenor saxophone will play tlle 6th step, or " " n 
The soprano saxophone will play the 4th step, or " -, 
The alto clarinet will play the 7th step, or " " .. 
The baBe clarinet will play the 5th step, or n .. n 
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The English horn "ill play the 2nd step. or (here give five answers) 
The tenor clarinet in F will play tbe 3rd step, or .. " " 
The clarinet in Bb will play the 3rd step. or " .." 
The clarinet in A will play the 6th step, or " .." 
NOTE - step 1: 	 find the key note of the proper scale in 
which the piccolo will play when 1l is the 
3rd step. 
Step 2: 	 find the sounding key of the picoolo. 
Step 3: 	 find the key in which the bassoon must 
play to Bound in the Bounding key of the 
piccolo. 
Step 4. 	 find the tone on the given step in this 
new key for the bassoon. 
Step 5: 	 proceed as outlined above for the remaining 
letters and instruments. 
LESSON IX 
Lesson nine follows the same line of development as lesson 
eight . 
When the 	baritons plays the 1st step. or llb D Eb F A: 
The cornet in Bb will play the 2nd step. or (here give five answers) 

The euphonium will play the 4th step . or " " .. 

The horn in Eb will play the 3rd step. or " " .. 

The French hOTn will play the 6th step, or " .. " 

~The tuba in Eb w111 play t he 7th step. or " " 
The horn in Bb will play t he 5tb step , or " " to 
The fluegelhorn will play the 4th step. or " " " 
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The trombone, g clef , will play the 6th utep, or (here give five 
anawers ) 
The saxhorn (baritone ) will play the 3rd etap, or • " 
The horn in D will play tho 2nd etep, or " " 
NOTE - The method of procedure 18 identical with that 0110ll80n 
eight. 
LF.S50N X 
Lesson ten folloWG t he same line of development a s lesson nine . 
All answers will be built upon the major ecales. 
When the alto clarinet plays the root of the 4th triad, or 
Bb CE AF 
The bass eaxophonea will play the 3rd tri ad , or (give five triads) 
The bas8 clarinets will play the 6th triad, or " .. " 
.. fIThe English horns will play the 3rd triad, or " 
The Db piccolos will play the 2nd triad, or " " " 
.. ..The Bb clarinets will play the 5th triad, or " 
The A clarinets will play the 2nd triad, or " " fI 
.. fIThe alt o aaxophones "'ill play the 6th t riad , or " 

The t enor eaxophonee will play the 4th triad, or ..
" " 
The tenor clarinets will play the 7th triad, or • • " 
The bassoons will play the 4t h t r iad, or " "" 
NOTE - Tbe clas8 procedure is the same as i ndicated for loseon 
nine except that the answers should be in triad form. 
LESSON XI 
./ ARTfiU 
CONSERVt. 
JOROPN 
F" l..' r 'ql 49 
Leason elsTSn follow6 the Bams line of development as les60n 
ten. All answers will be built upon the minor Bcales. 
hen the fluegelhorn plays the 3rd step. or C G D Ab F 
The horn in D will play t he 2nd etep. OJ' (here give five answers) 
11 11The baritone will play the 5th step. or " " 
.. ..The cornet in Eb will play the 6th step. or .. " 
The euphonium g clef. will play the 6th step, or " .. 11 
Tbe tuba in Eb will play the 7th etep. or " " .. " 
The cornet in A will play the 4th step. or " " " " 
The trombone will play the 3rd step, or .. " " " 
The French horn will play the 7th Btep. or " " n .. 
of 11The alto horn will play the 3rd etep, or " " 

The tenor horn. g clef. will play the 2nd step. or " " 

mSSON XII 
LeSBon twelve follows the same line of development as leBson 
eleVBn. All answers will be built upon the minor scales. 
When the clarinet in A plays the root of the 2nd triad. or 
r, d# r# cfI 6 
The tenor clarinets wi l l pley the 3rd triad. or 
(hare give five triads) 
~he tenor saxophones will play the 6th triad. or 
(here give five triads) 
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The Db piccolos will play the 4th triad, or (here give five triads) 
The Engli ah horns wi11 play tne 7th triad, or .. 
The bass olarinets will play t ho 3rd triad, or .. 
The bari tone saxophone" 'rill play the 5th triad. 
Tne bassoons rlll play the 2nd triad, or 
The alto saxophones wi l l play the 2nd tried, or 
The bass saxophones will play the 5th triad, or 
The alto clarinets will play the 4th triad . or 
LESSON XIII 
• " " 
..
" " 
or " " " 
..
" " 
.. 
"" 
• .. 
" 
" " " 
Lesson thirteen follows the same line of development as l esson 
twelve. All I!llImrers are built upon the II1inor scales. 
llhen the horn in F play B the root of tho lst triad., or 
tf aed 
The trombones mll play the 2nd triad or (here give fivo triads) 
The baritones, g clef, will play the 3rd triad, or .. 
" 
The alto horns will play the 6th triad, or 
" 
.. 
" 
The A clarinets will play the 4th triad, or .. " 
" 
The Eb cornet 5 rill play the 7th triad, or " " " 
n .. ..The bassoons wi II play the 5th triad, or 
Tho !luogelhoro9 will play the 4th triad, or .. •" 
The euphonium8, g clef, will play the 2nd triad. or "" 
The D horDs will play the 3rd triad, cr 
" " " 
nThe F tubas will play tho 6th triad. or 
" " 
C!lAPTER IV 
ARRA}IGIllG FRO!.! HnOl TlJNES FOR REF.D IlISTRUUENTS 
The arrangement of instruments into cheiro or family 
acoJ;"ing is as follows: 
"Flute group Flutes 
and 
Piccolos 
Clarinet Cheir 	 Eb Clarinet 
lOb Clarinets 
Alto Clarinot 
BaS8 Clarinet 
Double reed group 	 OboBS 
Bassoons 
Saxophone Quartet 	 Soprnno 
Alto 
Tenor 
Baritone 
Trumpet group 	 Tr=pets 
Trombones 
Saxhorn and mixed group 	 Cornets 
Altoo 
Paritonea 
r.assee 
Fluegelhorn 
French Horn 
Parou seion group 	 Drums and traps 
Tympani 
Belle and Xylophone 
"!lOTE - To score for a quartet, one must keep wi thin 
the bounds of the quartet, not only in register but 
also in balance. 
(51) 
groups ror 
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"The quality and strength of tone of individual. instru­
ments i a tlw guide for e. proper l·alance. The entire 
compass of a group or family of instruments determines 
the extent of tlw register. 
KWhen scoring for &mall mi1ed combinations or reed and 
braes. the reeds will be more numerous than tlw brass. 
In full band arrangements one should keep in mind the 

relative dynamic values of each choir or family of in­

struments and endeavor to Bcore eo that no cart will be 

over-balanced. "I . 

ARRANGXNG rnoll Il'lIDJ TUNE:S 
"The first lesson i n band arranp:ing must be of an ele­
mentary nature, and si nce tlw hymn tune a.rforde !Ill 
excellent example of tour part ,harmony. it is best 
suited for the student' 8 first eUorte. 
"The beginner must necessarily malee smal.l arrangemente, 
qllartets, double quartets, and other small combinations 
beiore he attempts to arrange for the tull band. 
"Selecting a good key for the band instruments, avoiding 
the sharp keye as much as possible, depends cOlleiderably 
upon a working l:nowledce of the rollowing four important 
pointe. 
1st - Acquaintance with the ve.rious quartet.. and 
choirs used in the band. 
2nd - A thorough knowledge of the good and had 
registers , beet notee etc. 
3rd - A thorough knowledge of balance among the 
different voices or instruments. 
4th - Experience with the various oombinations 
of instruments, both in single and double 
quartets of bra ss and rs~d, or mi"xed choirs 
of both braS8 and raed. M 
1. White, W. C., Military Band Arranging, (1924) p 71. 
2. Ibid., p 39. 
&3 
The reeds of the military band consist of the f ollowing 
instruments : The !lute and piccolo, the oboe and 
bassoon I the clarinets and the saxophones> 
In the lessons that Collow an at tempt will be mads to 
illustrate the above imllortant pointe> 
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ARRANGI NG FROI..! HY"LIN TUllES 
LESSON XIV 
The fDllowing meaeure8 of a well kno1llJl hymn tune are used to 
illustrate the primary pointe ot band arranging. 
I I 
, 
. 
I I Ii r r 
--'r Gr I r ' I I I l> I 
. 
.p j J 
I 
. I 1. J JJ 1 J 1 J 1 J PJ 
. 
, I I 
In tbe succeeding measures the good and bad features will be 
;I..; et ....n D,." ", ...1 ~ _#, ..­
No . 1 
• • 
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Example No . 
Oboe 
:I 
ARRANGING FROl! R'fLlN TUNES 
LESSON XIV (Continued) 
-; ~n 
. "T 
.:'i' 
Eb Clarlna-t 
, 
, , 
4 . 
.-#- . ,.J­.-.J­ 1-'-' -4- 4- 7' ' fT. -;,t- .;,t- .. 
IBb Clar inet 
~ 
,,,' 1>/ I 
.~. ... . ,./.... .... . ...,J -"- .. I...,J · ...J. ...r. I::± 
IBassoon I 
,t:;,
-1:"11 1 
.h. 
In the Urut altllJllple the arrangement is not good 
as the fluie part lies too low and would be over­
balanced by the clarinets in the ChalUlll6au register . 
In t he second example the mi xture of si ngle and 
double Teed is a good arrangement &9 all the notss 
of the various instruments lie in good regiotera and 
are of good quality. 
EXERCISE 1. Uaing the fOllr measures of the bymn tune 
given above, arrange a clarinet quartet 
for t he follo-nng instrumentsl Eb, Bb, 
alt o and baSB clarinets. 
EXERCISE 2. Using the same four measures arrange for 
the following im,-trumentlll two Bh. alto 
and baas clarinets . 
EXERC ISE 3. Using the same tour msa surss arrange for 
the following instrumentsl two oboes and 
two bassoons. 
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F.XERCISE 4. 	 Using the aame four measures arrange for 

the followi ng instrumenta: soprano, alto, 

tenor and baritone saxophones. 

EXERCISE 5. 	 Usi ng the same four measures arrange for 

the following instruments: two oboes, Bb 

olarinet and bassoon. 

EXERCISE 6. 	 Using the eame four measures arrange for 

ths followi ng instruments: oboe, Eb clar­

inet, Bb clar i net, elto clarinet. 

EXERCISE 7. 	 Uaing the 8I1me four measures arrange for 

the followi ng instr uments: flute , oboe, 

Eb clarinet, Bb clarinet, bassoon. 

EXERCISE 8. 	 Using the 8I1me four measures arrange for 

a quartet of your own choice. 

EXERCISE 9. 	 Using an entire hymn arrange for a quartet 

of single reeds . 

EXERCISE 10. Uaing an entire .hymn arrange for a quartet 

of singia and double reeds . 

lESSON XV 
"To strengthen weak sounding tonss, or to eoften harsh 
sounding registers of some of the inst ruments, it be­
comes necessary t o u se eome of the other i nstruments 
in unison 'lPli.t h those tonee. The low regi ster of t he 
flute may be strengthened by the addition of the Bb 
clarinet or the soprano saxophone playing in unison. 
Likewise the flute will soften t he clarion register of 
the Bb cl arinet when played in uni son with it. It will 
also soften and enhance the oboe from twice lined C to 
its octave . The basaoon playing in unison with the Bb 
clarinet on the "throat regi ster", the weakest part of the 
instrument, will greatly improve those tonss. The lower­
most register of the bassoon is also greatly improved by 
the bass clarinet, as tar as its compaes will permit, 
becallse those tones are usually rough and harsh. The Eb 
contrabasf sarrusophone may also be used for the same 
purpo se. " 
1. White, w. C., I4Ui tary Band Arranging . (1924) p 41. 
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In the following example, doubling for ba.l.aJJce and sottening 
eCreot will be noticed in the case of tbe flute and oboe, 
the baes clarinet and bassoon. The quartet. 2nd and 3rd Bb 
clarinets. the alto clarinet and the bassoon carry the 
tour parts 171 actual pitch. The oboe may be considered the 
soprano instrument ju st as nll as the 2nd clarinet, but 
its quality may be lost in tho tone of tho other clarinets. 
The flute playing in the octave with tbe oboe will help to 
eetabl1eh the soprano voice in the Eb clarinet part and 
soften that instr\llll8ot. The parts gi'Yen t o the 8010 and 
1st Bb clarinet is an expansion of the alto and tenor voices. 
Thi 8 is a very good arrang<;JUent for IIIlIa.ll combinations. The 
addition of a quartet of saxophones wou l d add considerable color 
to the combination. 
EXERCISE 1. Add a quartet of saxophones to the following 
exercise, using care io the doubling of parts 
in order not to destroy the balance. 
EXERCISE 2. Select a good hymn tune and arrang" a 
voice combination wit h good balance . 
ten 
EXERCISE 3 . Select a good hymn tune aDd arrange a four­
teen voice combination with good balance. 
EXERCISE 4. Select II. good hymn tune and arrange for a 
aextette of saxophones with good balance. 
" 
cHAP'l'&R V 
ARRANGING FROt! 	 m.rn TUllES FOR BRASS INSTROYENTS 
lESSON XVI 
Tne ~ procedure will be followed for ihe brass 
instruments as was used for the reods-
The bre.es choiT of the military band consiste of the follo~ing instrumente: the trumpet and trombone, t he 
cornet, fluegelhorn, a.nd baritone, the French horn. 
and aUoB, and 	tha tube. (sousaphone)­
I l lustrations- on the same hymn tuna, alroady given
for tb » 9 for tha brass. 	 I ~ ;t __ 
":ltWIlple No _ 4 1 
Db Corne1. or~:.."" 
, I 
, I , 
I Fluegelborn L 

I 

\ Eb Alto or \ I 
, 
, 	 , 
\ 
\ 
, 	 I. 
, 	
I 
- , I , 
French Horn 

Baritone or 

I 	 I i 
, I 
I 
I 
I 	 I 
Tenor 
ElC amII 
no to I Euphoni II1II ! I,, ITh e ' 	 I 
faci ' \ , 
, 
\ 
tr 
on]: 
par 
\5'37 
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LESSON XVI (Continued) 
..:.xampll" "'o~ 5 
~ Fluegelhorn (1st) 
, 
Bb fluage l horn (2ncl) 
i 

i ! 

, 
,I 
I 
~ 
" 
....-
Eb Al to or 
J,I ..J'-" , 1 
French Florn 
I 
EuphoniulQ 
, 
.f',I 
I 
....2. 	 ...! ...!..J. ...! .J. .1 
Example f iva is considered a good ar rangement. The 
flugelhorn parte may. be played by cornet or Of trumpets . 
EXERCISE 1. 	 Arrange the same four measures (or 
t.o Bb trumpets and two Bb tromboDea. 
I 
EXERCISE 2. 	 Arrange the same four measures for " 
two Bb cornet, baritone and euphoni um•. 
EXERCI SE 3. 	 Arrange the same four measure for a 

quartet 0 '( French horna. 

EXERCI SE 4. 	 Arrange the same four measures for 

Bb cornet, 1st and 2nd Eb altos and 

bar itone • 

.EXEROISE 5. 	 Arrange the same four measures for two 

French horna and two Bb t rombones. 

~ 
N 
OF MlIc;rc 
ARTH'JR JO ONS£RV,~ T('I 
CHAPTER VI 
ARRANGING FROM Ili'AIN TU'NES FOR IfiXTURES OF REED 
AND BRASS 
LESSON XVII 
1'he following arrangements are considered good and may 
EltWIIp18 llo . I; 
~ 
, , 
\AIto Se.xophonll 
; , 
,, I 
T 
, ,I J 
Tllnor Saxophone II I 
I I I
-
I 
, I i 
I 
I I 
I I 
Eupboniu. 
, 
, 
,I 
,
-. ~ 
----_.­
Inse1 WDafitii ana oUna adml rably well t ogether. 
(61 ) 
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I.£SSON XVII (Contimled) 
Iple 110. 7 
Alto Saxophone 
/ 
french !lorn (1~) 
• 
anch Ho", 
rttona Saxophbne 
tenor eo..xophono on the ""nul ~ .. '# 
2nd horn in Eb on t oo bass part. 
EXERCISE 2. 	 On t he same four nlaasurss arrange
for a second, and dU!erent quartet 
of brass and eaxophones • 
EXERC ISE 3. 	 On t he same four measures arrange
for a t hi rd, and different quartet 
of brass and saxophones . 
? XERCISE 4. 	 Arrange for a fourt h, and different 
quartet or your own choice using a 
new hymn iune. 
---
• 
CHAP'l'!!:R VII 
ARRANGI NG FROM HYMN TUNES FOR FULL BAND 

LE SSON XVIII 

"" ..L- '.'_ _ 10 _ ., .. 	 ~ h.~~~d Do t'~n l l 
ET'21e Wt> . 8 ~ ~. 
' ] f I fir ~~f I ~t~ .~ t~ [;i pi: I 	 ) I f 
Flutes 

Oboee
&! c rif i ! 't If tEf ll fH1f ff [ 
Eb Olarinet D I':P -1'- 'f' " -t""" ' ,. ~ 	 i l.,• 
!'--,. :" ~ .1 . , L> 
, , 
, 
~ . J'> 1'" . . ~ . ->- j!. E = . ~ :Ff: t · ~t= 
• 
, , 
, 
, 
S &1st Bb clarinets 
2d I/: 3d Bb Clari!) to I I I, l '' 
, 
, I 
, 
Alto Clarinet .. • • • ....,... • • . ;:t:: -r..:. 'F- -l'-
, 
Ilase Clarinet 
, 1 ~ 
.. 
.. 
~ ... 
. 
• 
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LESSON XVIII (C ontinued) 
~.-. -- ... 
Ex;;..l ee l'io . 8 
- .... ..... ....- - ....... --­_ 
I 
I 
Alto Saxophone 
; 
. Tenor Saxophone 
i , 
, , . 
Baritone Saxoph De 
Bassoons . JJ ,. 
, 
, 
I 
S &let Bb Cornet 
I 
.c, 
, 
2d & 3d Bb Corn t 
I 
I 
Trumpets or 
2d ! 3d Bb Cornet 
. 
• 
I 
I 
~ 
. 
'7 
• 
, 
D ,... 
• .. 
! 
• 
0 
. 
.. 
I 
I 
, 
, 
, 
, 
I 
~F 
I 
! 
; 
, 
I 
, 
, 
I 
I 
, 
, 
, 
I 
.,. 
'--
I 
, 
, 
I 
I
, 
I 
I, 
t p~ ftr";;-rn ;tH. V",Ji\J , E JIJJJJ l 13.. " 
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LESSON XVIII (Continued ) 
,Ie l'fo. 8 
1st &: 2nd Altos 
I 
, . 
I 
3d &: 4th Altos 1 
I 
I , 
.................. .. v ...,...,.p a. ... Ii r • ..,..­ ~ . 
, 
, 
..I 
j 
I 
, 
I 
. , 
i I 
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A carefu~ ~nalysi8 of this score illuBtrat es how 
simple four-part hymn may be di stri buted for full 
band. I.IIIny changes, of course, are possible. ~Then the 
melody l i e8 too high f or the solo and 1st clarinet! to 
play it all octave higher (not ill this case), the 2nd 
clarinets may play it ~s written. The 1st and 3rd 
clarinets would play the alto and t enor parts in the 
upper octave. The 1st baritone would play the melody 
an octave lower. or the inner part e might bit givsll to 
the bassoons , and ths melody to the alto 8EUophone. Many 
combinati ons are possible with each new selecti on. 
EXERCI SE 1. Arrange a good hymn tune for full band. 
---------------
- ./ARTHUR JO~DAN CONS£~\rA rt'>f:> ilUsr-
CHAPTER VIII 
ARRANGING FROU PIANO lJUSIC FOR FULL BAND 
<SSON XIX 
"The selection of n good key for band 13, of course, 
nece8sary. Sharp keys being avoided as much Ae poesible. 
The piano music to be arranged should be st udied at the 
keyboard and any added parts penciled in. ..1 
If, on the other hand, too many notes or dupliCAted parts 
need rearranging or if new parts or notes must be added 
in certain meAsuree at t he piano is the placo to do i t,
with pencil and not l' 
"One eosantial feature i n arranging from ,~ruto mu sic i o to 
give, as nearly Ae possibl e, an exact re~roduction of the 
composer's meaning. Sometimes this CAn only be approxi­
mated. 
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LESSON )(IX (Conti nued) 
._---'--- -.--- .-- - ---- ---- ------- ---, - .-------------­
Example No. 10 Uilitary u&rcb - Cobb 
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LESSON XIX (Co nti nued 
Example No . 10 
Soprano Saxqphone 
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LESSON XIX (Continued ) 
Example No . 10 
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1. White, w. C., Military Band Arranging, (1924 ) p 64. 
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